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1. Defining Sport Values

Values involved: All in general

Group Size: Any

Target Group: Youth in general

Time: Minimum 30 minutes, may vary according to group size.

Objectives:

- To promote sports as an educative method through its values 

- To raise awareness regarding the values within sports activities

- To develop dialogue and discussions about sport values

Materials: 

- 1 sheet of paper per participant

- 1 pen per participant

Overview: 

In this activity, participants are asked to discuss about the values among sports indivi-

dually, in small groups and later with a common list.

Instructions: 

First, they should be requested to make a list of the four most important values in order 

of importance according to their point of view, first individually, then in groups formed by 

two people, then by 4, and so on, in order to have the chance to discuss about the rea-

son why they consider a value more relevant than another one. 

The first debate gives the cues for the final discussion which involves all participants. 

Everyone shall explain their view. Disagreements may occur about the importance to be 

given to the various values and participants might find difficult to find a common point of 

view to decide what the order of importance of the values is, even if in general they agre-

ed on which ones are the most relevant. The participants should reach a common list of 

values putting them in order of importance and giving a definition of each one of them.



Debriefing:

Close the activity with a debriefing to gather the overall feelings of the participants regar-

ding the activity. You may use the following questions:

- How did you feel during the activity?

- How hard was it to list the values associated with sports?

- How hard was it to link the values you wrote down with the other participants’ lists? 

Some examples:

- Honesty: It is about telling the truth, correctness, fair-play and respecting the rules; 

- Respect: equality of humans, in the field everybody is equal, to treat each other with 

respect, considering everybody at the same level, follow the rules; 

- Self-realization: be inclusive and be included, learning to be competitive, develop your 

entrepreneurial skills; Get Addicted to Sport Values International Training of Educators;

- Team Spirit: share the same values, caring each other, having the same goals, help the 

other members of the team, make the others feel secure; 

- Fun: It is the soul of the activities, it gives motivation, it is passion; 

- Health: the first step for everything, mentally and physically; 

- Commitment: willingness to succeed, it’s contained in the other values, to commit in 

respect, in honesty and so on; 

- Passion: You can keep going on, it’s a reason to continue; 

- Discipline: Methods to reach your point, your goals.

(Adapted from: Getval Training of Educators, 2017)



2. Ethical problems

Values involved: Honesty, respect, discipline, ethic

Group size: Variable, best done in a group of 20.

Target Group: Youth in general

Time: 30 minutes per problem

Overview: 

This activity focus of the ethical problems in sports and should promote the debate 

between participants. This activity can also be used in the format of ‘’where do I stand’’ 

activities.

Objectives:

- To discuss about ethics in sports;

- To promote the values of honesty, respect, discipline and sports’ethic.

- To raise awareness towards common unethical situations in sports;

Material:

- Projector

- Room wide enough for plenary debate

Instructions:

Introduce one problem at a time to the participants. Give some time for them to process 

and develop an opinion regarding the situation, individually. Then proceed to the que-

stions one by one. Approximately 8-10minutes per question to debate for a total of 30mi-

nutes per problem. In the end of each problem give some space for the participants to 

add some more comments, if they want to. 



Debriefing:

Close the session with a debriefing moment. Try to have the participants reflect on the 

problems presented and ask:

- How realistic were the situations presented?

- How do you feel when you witness such situations?

- What values were missing in both scenarios?

PROBLEM N° 1)

In a futsal game, a referee makes a clear evaluation mistake by whistling a free 

kick. The player in charge of the free kick purposely kicks the ball out of the playing 

field to be fair towards the opposing team and to also point out the referee’s mista-

ke. The referee then punishes the player with a yellow card.

- Was the player’s behavior fair in your opinion?

- Did the referee behave correctly by punishing the player who clearly direspected 

his authority?

- If you were in the same situation as that player, what would you do?

PROBLEM N° 2)

During a basketball game a player deliberately commits a foul to stop the stopwa-

tch in the last minute of the game.

- Do you think it is permissible to act that way during a game?

- If you were a coach, how would you judge players who show similar behaviors in 

the court?

- Do you think this practice is a widespread phenomenon in professional, competiti-

ve sports?

(Adapted from: Ethics in Sports and the Ethics Card ‘’FIDAL’’, Getval’s ToE 2017)



3. Just a minute

Values involved: All in general, Human Rights

Group size: Any 

Time: 40 minutes 

Overview:

In this activity, people have to be quick and inventive to talk for one minute on the rela-

tionship between sports and human rights. 

Objectives

- To relate sports and sports’ value to human rights

- To appreciate how human rights are interconnected and indivisible

- To develop critical thinking 

- To cultivate self-confidence to express personal opinions

Materials 

- Statements, one per participant 

- A hat 

- A watch with a second hand, or a timer 

Preparations:

- Make a copy of the sheet below and cut out the statements. 

- Fold the strips of paper over and put them into a hat. 

Instructions: 

1. Ask people to sit in a circle. 

2. Pass round the hat. Ask each person in turn, without looking, to dip into the hat and 

take out one slip of paper. 

3. Participants then have 5 minutes to prepare to talk non-stop for one minute on the sta-

tement written on their slip of paper. The rules are no hesitations and no repetitions. 

4. Go around the circle and ask each person in turn to give their “speech”. 



5. After each “speech”, allow two or three minutes for short comments. If people have a 

lot to discuss, make a note of the topic and agree to return to it at the end. 

6. When everyone has had their turn, go back and finish any discussions that had to be 

cut short. 

7. Then go on to the debriefing and evaluation. 

Debriefing and evaluation 

Start by reviewing how the activity went and then go on to talk about the issues that 

were raised and finally the connections with human rights. 

- Was it difficult to talk non-stop on the topics for one minute? 

- Which were the toughest topics to talk about and why? 

- Which of the statements was the most controversial and why? 

- What was the most surprising piece of information people heard? 

- Which human rights were at stake in each of the statements? 

- Is the right to sport a human right? If so, how is it enshrined in the various human rights 

documents? 

- Does everyone in your community have access to sporting activities of their choice? If 

not, why not? What can be done to remedy this? 

Tips for facilitators:

This activity works at many different levels and the questions may be interpreted in diffe-

rent ways. It is important to work at the level of the young people. You may wish to say 

something to provoke deeper thinking, but be aware of the danger of giving the impres-

sion that you are expecting “a certain answer”. 

If you think that the statements below are not of interest to your group, then compose 

others. If you have a very big group, run the activity in sub-groups. 

Encourage reluctant speakers to have a go. Suggest they try to talk for half a minute or 

even for just twenty seconds or tell them they may first confer briefly with a friend before 

they talk, or offer to let them have their go later. However, be prepared that some people 

may not be persuaded. 



A good way to get going is to do a precious brainstorming activity with the words 

“sport”, “disability” or “Olympic games”. 

Variations:

In a small group you can do two or more rounds. People take one slip of paper in each 

round. 

Another way to play is to put the cards in the hat as described in the instructions. Ask one 

person to pick one statement and to read it out. They start to talk about the topic, but 

instead of having to talk for a minute, they may stop whenever they want to and the next 

person has to continue, starting from exactly the last word the previous player used. 

This technique of taking statements out of a hat can be adapted to use with any theme or 

topic you want to discuss. 

Handouts:

Sport and general human rights 
Do you think that 

Emmanuel Adebayor makes 
a good UNAIDS Goodwill Ambassador?

Sport and general human rights 
Athletes at international level 

have to agree a code of conduct.
Those who then breach the code, for instance, by using a sporting event

 to make a political statement are penalised.
 Is this a denial of a person’s right to free expression? 

Sport and general human rights 
The police have powers to stop football supporters

whom they suspect of being troublemakers
from travelling to other countries for matches.

Is this a legitimate denial of their righ
 to freedom of movement and association? 



Sport and general human rights 
Do you think that countries should be chosen 

to host the Olympic Games according to their human rights record? 

Sport and children 
What would you say to ambitious parents and trainers 

who force children to train for hours on end?
 Who should have the right to decide 

about a young person’s health and how they spend their leisure time? 

Sport and citizenship and participation 
Many people are born in one country, 

but then make their home and become citizens in a second country. 
Nonetheless, they continue to support the national team 

of their country of birth, instead of that of 
the second country that has offered them a new home. 

Should a good citizen support their host country’s national team? 

Sport and culture 
A culture can be described 

as the set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices
 that characterises an institution, organisation or group. 

Is “football culture” culture? 

Sport and democracy 
Do you think that politicians in your country use sport, 

or sporting events, 
to distract and divert people 

from taking an interest in political and economic issues? 

Sport and democracy 
Do you think that politicians in your country use sport, 

or sporting events, 
to distract and divert people 

from taking an interest in political and economic issues? 

Sport and disabilism
To what extent do the Paralympics break down 

prejudices against disabled people? 



Sport and discrimination and intolerance 
Is sex testing of athletes necessary to ensure fair competition

 or is it too great an infringement of people’s human dignity and right to privacy? 

Sport and environment 
Golf courses are frequently criticised for being both people

 and environmentally unfriendly because they are often developed on land
 that was used by local people for farming and forestry. 

They also require a lot of water, herbicides and pesticides for their maintenance. 
Does this make golf a human rights issue? 

Sport and gender 
Some people say that there are few women among the top coaches 
and sports administrators because of discrimination against women. 

Do you agree? If you do, what can be done about it?

Sport and globalisation 
Sports shoes and much other sports equipment are made cheaply 

with exploited labour in Eastern Europe and in the Far East. 
The workers want to continue working and do not call for a boycott. 

What can we, as consumers, do to avoid being party to their exploitation? 

Sport and globalisation 
Sports shoes and much other sports equipment are made cheaply 

with exploited labour in Eastern Europe and in the Far East. 
The workers want to continue working and do not call for a boycott. 

What can we, as consumers, do to avoid being party to their exploitation? 

Sport and health
What can be done at a local level to combat the use of drugs in sports? 

Sports and the media 
Do you think that any particular television company has the right 

to buy exclusive coverage of any sporting event? 

Sport and migration 
It is said that one of the easiest and most important ways for immigrants 

to integrate is through sport and sporting activities. Do you agree? Why? Why 
not? 



Sport and poverty 
In many countries, sport, but especially football, 

offers individuals the possibility of a “passport out of poverty”.
 Should poor countries, therefore, put more focus on football? 

Sport and poverty 
Most of the football players in Europe get very high salaries for their work. 

Can this be justified and is it fair?  

Sport and religion and belief 
Many sports clubs play at the weekend. Is this unfair discrimination 

against people who want to practise their religion on the Sabbath or on a Sunday? 

Sport and disablism 
To what extent do the Paralympics break down prejudices against disabled peo-

ple? 

Sport and remembrance 
The Olympiastadion in Berlin was Hitler’s show piece for the 1936 Olympic Ga-

mes, 
which were used by the Nazis for propaganda purposes. 

Thus, for many people the building is a symbol of fascism. 
It has now been renovated although some people wanted 

to demolish it and others suggested letting it slowly crumble “like the Colosseum 

Sport and war and terrorism 
“Serious sport has nothing to do with fair play. 

It is bound up with hatred, jealousy, boastfulness, disregard of all rules and sadi-
stic pleasure in witnessing violence: 

in other words it is war minus the shooting.” 
1945, George Orwell. Do you agree? 

Sport and work 
Do you agree that professional athletes should have 

the same rights and obligations as any other worker including, for example, wor-
king hours, paying taxes and the right to form unions?  

Sport and peace and violence 
To what extent do competitive sports promote co-operation 

and understanding between people 
and to what extent to they aggravate nationalism and xenophobia? 

(Source: Compass - Manual for human rights education with young people - 
Council of Europe, 2012)



4. Sports for All

Values involved: Equality, respect, health

Group size: Any (small groups: 6 -8) 

Time: 120 minutes 

Overview:

This is a high-energy activity. Participants use their imagination and creativity to design 

new games.

Related rights:

- The right to enjoyment of physical and mental health 

- Equality in dignity and rights 

- The right to rest and leisure 

Objectives:

- To raise awareness about social and political exclusion from sporting activities 

- To develop group-work and co-operative skills and creativity 

- To foster respect and inclusion, especially of disabled people 

Materials: 

- An open space 

- A hat 

- Role cards 

- Bandages (elasticised bandages are best) 

- A block of wood or similar material (to strap under someone’s foot, approx. 30cm x 

12cm x 10 cm high) 

You will need one set of equipment for each small group. Suggestions include: 

- Large buckets or waste-paper bins 

- A ball of thick string / rope 

- Balls 



-Newspapers 

- Pieces of chalk to mark out boundaries 

- Scissors and tape for constructing equipment 

Preparation:

- Decide which disabilities you wish to have represented in the activity and prepare the 

role cards; collect together the blindfold, earplugs, bandages and so on, accordingly. 

- Prepare sets of role cards and put them in sets ready for each group. 

 - Collect together the rest of the equipment so that you have one set per small group. 

Instructions:

- Tell participants about World Challenge Day (26 of May) and explain that the task is to 

invent a new game in the true spirit of Sport for All. The only criterion is that the game 

must be one that involves some form of physical activity that increases participants’ heart 

rate for 15 continuous minutes. 

- Ask people to get into small groups. 

- Take the hat containing the role cards to each group in turn and ask each participant 

to pick one card. Give those people who have a disability card a few minutes to get into 

role, for instance to put on a blindfold or tie an arm behind their back. 

- Explain that each group has thirty minutes to devise a game in the spirit of Sport for All, 

that is, a game that everyone can participate in. They may use some or all of the equip-

ment provided. It is up to each group to decide the aims of the new game and the rules. 

Everyone in the group must participate in the planning and decision making. 

- Let the groups play each other’s games. 

Debriefing and evaluation:

Start with a review of how people in the different groups interacted with each other and 

whether they enjoyed the activity. Then go on to discuss the games themselves, and in-

clusion and disability...

- How did you go about designing the game? What factors did you take into considera-



tion? Did it make a difference that you had disabled people in the group? 

- How did the groups work? Democratically, or did one or a few people make the deci-

sions? 

- The people who were disabled: Was it hard to play your role? Do you think you mana-

ged to play it realistically? Were you happy with your contribution to the final result? 

- The able-bodied people: What considerations did you have to take on board to over-

come barriers that could hinder the full and effective participation of people with disabili-

ties? 

- What sorts of compromises did you have to make when devising the games so that you 

could truly say it was a Sport for All? 

- What do you think it must be like to be young and disabled in your country? What would 

be the particular difficulties that you would face? 

- Do you think that the rights of disabled people are fully respected? If not – which do you 

think are least respected, and what do you think are the main reasons? 

- In reality, how are certain groups excluded from sports? Is the exclusion an infringement 

of their human rights? 

Tips for facilitators: 

Try to ensure that the groups are “mixed”, for example, that there are naturally tall and 

short people, those with glasses and those without, a mix of genders, ages, athletic abili-

ties, etc. 

The roles should be divided so that there are no more than two people with disabilities in 

each group. They can be the same disabilities in each group or different. If each group 

comprises people with similar disabilities, then afterwards participants can compare how 

they met similar challenges. If the different groups have people with dissimilar disabilities, 

then it can be interesting to see if the groups design games that could include all disabili-

ties or only those that are represented in their particular group. 

Depending on the group, you may need to begin the session with a quick brainstorming 

activity about the features of games in general. For example, games need to have clear 

aims or objectives and rules. You may also need to set limits, for example, that the game 



must be played within a certain location or not last longer than a total of 20 minutes. 

If the groups do not manage to complete the task, or if they are not satisfied with the re-

sult, point out that this reflects what happens in reality, and should not be taken to mean 

that the activity (or the group) has failed. You should discuss in the debriefing the things 

that led to the result not being achieved, or to some people being dissatisfied with the 

result. 

In the debriefing, people may say that exclusion and discrimination are not really big 

issues because people tend to choose sports that they are naturally good at. For exam-

ple, tall people may play basketball and less energetic types may play snooker or chess. 

Nonetheless, there is an issue if only those young people who show promise get all the 

attention and opportunities to play in competitions while those who like to play for fun get 

less. Some sports exclude on grounds of wealth, because, for example, they need expen-

sive equipment or coaching. 

Variations: 

If you want to use this activity primarily to promote group-work skills you could ask one 

group to devise a co-operative game and the other a competitive one. In the debriefing 

you can compare how enjoyable each game was.

You can use the activity to focus on equity, justice and the role of human rights as “rules 

of the game”. In this case, you may wish to leave out the “disability” element and focus 

on how people worked together to create their games and leave to the discussion the 

issue of whether everyone, including disabled or other groups, could participate.

Good rules, like human rights, exist to ensure the game is fair by limiting the use of power 

by some players over others. The rules have to apply to all players in the same way that 

human rights are universal. Many rules prescribe a right together with duties. For instance, 

a football player has the right to kick the ball but not a fellow player. There are penalties in 

the case of an abuse of the rules.

The process of making decisions about changing the rules can be compared with how 

laws are changed in “real life”. Are they changed by decree, by the legislature or by peo-

ple through referenda or consultation with NGOs and others?



In the debriefing, you could discuss:

- Which games did participants enjoy the most? What makes a game a “good game”? 

- How important is it to have a clear aim and fair rules in order for everyone to feel that 

they can participate? 

- The Articles in the UDHR could be seen as rules for living in a pluralistic world. But are 

they good rules? For instance, are they universally acceptable to all players (everyone 

throughout the world)? Are there enough rules or too many? Are the rules fair? Do all 

players (all countries) play by the rules?

Handouts:

You are a deaf person. 
Collect some ear plugs. 

You can speak (but not hear). 
Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stere-

You are someone who is hard of hearing. 
Collect some cotton wool to put in your ears. 

Try to represent your role realistically 
without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

You are a wheelchair user. 
Get into the wheelchair and make sure you learn how to manoeuvre it.

 Try to represent your role realistically 
without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes. 

You are a person with one arm. 
Use a bandage to strap both arms behind your back. Try to represent your role 

realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes. 



You are a person with no arms. 
Use a bandage to strap both arms behind your back. Try to represent your role 

realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.  

You are a person with a limp. 
Use a bandage to strap the block of wood under one foot, so that it feels as if you 
have one leg longer than the other. Try to represent your role realistically without 

exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes. 

You are a person with one leg. 
Use a bandage to tie one foot up behind your thigh as if you have lost your leg be-
low the knee. Collect the crutches. Try to represent your role realistically without 

exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

You are a person with learning difficulties. 
You are nervous and lacking in self-confidence and you need to have things explai-

ned very carefully to you.
Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stere-

otypes. 

You are a blind person. 
Put on the blindfold.

Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stere-
otypes.   

You are a deaf and dumb person. 
Collect some ear plugs. 

You can neither hear nor speak, you communicate using sign language and by 
writing and drawing. 

Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stere-
otypes. 

You are an able-bodied person with no disabilities. 
Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stere-

otypes.

(Source: Compass - Manual for human rights education with young people - 
Council of Europe, 2012)



5. Quizz: What’s your view?

Values involved: Respect, self-realization, passion

Group Size: Any

Target: Teachers, coaches, managers.

Time: 30 minutes

Overview: 

The short quiz below is designed to help people recognize their own views and opinions 

of sport and how it can best be used with young people.

Objectives:

- To discuss different perspectives on how sports can be used.

- To introduce characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of the two points of view 

being addressed: Participation and Integration model of sports.

Materials:

- Printed quiz, 1 per person

- Pen/marker, 1 per person 

Instructions: 

Answer the questions by marking an “X” next to the answer which you feel most closely 

matches your own point of view. At the end of the quiz, total your answers for both the 

“A” and the “B” column.

Column A Column BA B

Sport should be seen as the most
important activity for young people.

Sport is just one of many potential
activities for young people.

All young people should be actively 
encouraged to become more involved in 

sports, no matter what type of sports activi-
ty.

Sport is interesting for some youngsters, 
but not for all. If they have little interest in 

sport, they should not be pushed.



Sport should be open for everyone. Sport should target specific groups of 
young people.

Young people should take part in
whatever sport activities are offered by the 

organization.

The organization should develop
a programme of sports activities

based on the interests of the young
people.

There is no need to monitor the
outcome of sport – just doing the

activity is already enough.

Sport is a method, therefore it is vital to 
monitor what comes out of it.

Sport activities can best be taught
and implemented by professional

sport coaches who understand the
physical needs of young people.

Sport can best be taught 
or implemented by youth workers 

who understand the social needs of young 
people

As more young people suffer from
serious health problems (obesity,

depression, etc.) the quantity of sport is 
more important than the quality.

How much sport young people do is irre-
levant; what really counts is the quality of 
what they are doing and what they learn 

during the activity.

Sport does not have to be linked
with other instances (schools, youth

clubs, social work, police, etc.)

Cooperation between sport and
other sectors (schools, youth work,
social work, police, etc.) is needed

to achieve the learning aims.

Sport should exist for itself. Sport should be part of a larger
development policy.

Sport should be an offer – whoever
comes, comes.

Sport should be part of a larger
development policy.

Sport should be an offer – whoever
comes, comes.

Sport should be provided on request 
– only when young people ask for it should 

an activity be organized.

TOTAL A TOTAL B



If you scored higher under the “A” column, then you are someone who regards sport as 

an aim in itself. You may feel that the benefits of sport are reason enough to take part in 

sports activities. This point of view is in line with the “Participation Model”, an approach 

used by many sport clubs.

If you scored higher under column “B”, they you are likely someone who sees sport as a 

means to achieve other goals. You might think that sport as an activity is fine, but that it 

should fit inside some kind of strategy or plan leading to other aims. This view matches 

the “Integration Model” often used by youth clubs and youth organizations.

PARTICIPATION MODEL 
OF SPORT

INTEGRATION MODEL
 OF SPORT

CHARACTERISTICS:

• sport for the sake of sport (for movement, 
fitness, general health…)

• sport is a means to achieve something else 
(other learning goals)

• sport is for everyone – all members of the 
community should participate and have access 

to sport

• focuses on problematic youth and problema-
tic areas

• cooperation 
with other institutions is possible, but not ne-

cessary

• focuses on “trendy” activities in order to 
attract the youngsters

• cooperation with other institutions is neces-
sary to achieve learning goals



ADVANTAGES:

• costs are relatively cheap (only costs are to 
implement activities, no follow-up is needed)

• sport is used as a lure
 – a fun and safe way to attract young people 
to the organization. From here they may get 

involved in other activities

• attracts heterogeneous groups
• sport is used for both physical fi tness 

as well as for the development of personal and 
social skills

DISADVANTAGES:

• young people who are not interested or who 
have little aptitude for sport may not be at-

tracted by this model

• costs are higher due to monitoring 
and follow-up of the young people

• the model does not take full advantage of the 
learning that comes out of sport

• by focusing on specific groups
 of youngsters there is a slight risk of making 

the group too homogenous

(Source: Salto Inclusion publication ‘’FitForLife’’. Based on models of neigh-
bourhood sports (buurtsport) as put forward by M. Theeboom. (1999))



6. What is Sport?

Values involved: All in general

Group size: Any

Target Group: Youth in general

Time: 30 minutes

Overview:

‘’What is sport?’’ is a debating based activity on how certain activities are, or are not, 

more’’sporty’’ than others.

Objectives:

- To discuss different sports’ activities;

- To debate which of them can be considered sport activities or not and why so;

-To discuss about the importance of sports’ values

Materials:

- Projector

Instructions:

Choose a short list of activities. Within your group, try to come to a consensus on 

whether or not the activity should be seen as sport. (Be sure you have justifications for 

your answer.)

ACTIVITY Yes, it is because... Yes, No, it isn’t because…

Formula 1

Juggling

Chess

Fishing



See if their justifications can hold up when compared with other sports (e.g. you might 

feel that Formula 1 is not a sport because it is more about the machine than the man.

What does this imply for other motor sports or even for skiing or cycling (also heavily 

reliant on technology…)?

If this version is too easy, try discussing other activities like camping, dancing, tai chi, 

bridge or weight lifting.

Based on people’s answers it is possible to see what aspects or dimensions of sport are 

most important to them and after a while start working on sports’ values. For instance, 

is competition more important than good sportsmanship? Is physical fitness more 

important than mental fitness?

 (Source: Salto Inclusion publication ‘’FitForLife’’)



7. Orientation March

Values involved: Teamwork, equality, respect, trust, responsibility.

Group size: You could have anywhere from 5-10 persons in a group, but if you have more 

participants then make several smaller groups and have them start at different points 

along the route.

Target: Youth in general

Time: The time required for this exercise depends on the length of the route and the na-

ture of the challenges – estimate 1 hour. You can adjust the length of time as necessary, 

shorter for young children, longer and more complicated for young adults.

Overview: 

This activity is an adaptation of an orientation activity with focus on sports values through 

team challenges along the activity.

Objectives: 

- To promote teamwork and co-operation through the challenge of sports;

- To foster creativity, responsibility and trust as well as strategy, communication, accessi-

bility, safety and success;

Materials: 

The exercise can be run with a minimum of materials. It does not require a sports facility 

or any special equipment. You will need paper and pens to mark the route (arrows) and to 

write out the challenges. If you are playing outdoors, you may need some plastic sleeves 

to protect the paper from getting wet. If you develop more advanced challenges, you can 

also build in other materials as needed.

Instructions:

This activity is a simplification of orienteering. Set up a route around a wide area (for 

example through a park or a small wood). Mark the route by hanging arrows on trees, 

signposts, etc. A series of envelopes are placed at strategic places along the route. The 

participants follow the route together as a group. As they find each envelope, they have 

to complete the challenge hidden inside before moving on to the next stage. The aim is to 

walk the entire route and successfully complete all the tasks.



Some examples of challenges you can use:

1. First envelope: One person pretends to be blind and the others must lead him/her to 

complete some kind of physical task.

2. Second envelope: One person is chosen as leader. The rest of the group then pretends 

to be blind and the leader has to help them complete some kind of physical task.

3. Third envelope: The group must support two members to perform a climbing challenge 

or some other kind of physical activity.

4. Fourth envelope: One person in the group pretends to have broken his/her leg. The 

others in the group must safely carry this person for 50 steps.

5. Final envelope: The group must give a reward (e.g. a piece of candy) to the person they 

think has been the most helpful in the group.

Tips:

A. At the start of the exercise explain that to successfully complete the tasks everyone 

must work together as a team. It is not a race; co-operation is what counts, not competi-

tion.

B. Always make sure the exercise leader or an assistant is close by to offer support if the 

group does not understand how to do a task.

C. Do not tell the group what to do – make them solve the problem by themselves.

D. Adjust the tasks to suit the participants’ age (nothing too childish for older groups, 

nothing too advanced for younger groups).

E. You can organize an Orientation March indoors as well as outdoors but going outside 

has the advantage of encouraging young people to enjoy fresh air and experience the 

natural environment around them.

 (Source: Salto Inclusion publication ‘’FitForLife’’)



8. Street Football for Tolerance

Values involved: Trust, respect, honesty, tolerance

Group size: Each team is made up of 4 players (at least one must be female) and one sub-

stitute. Street football tournaments divide players into two age groups. The first is all ages 

up to 14 years and the second is 15 years plus

Target: Youth in general

Time: Street football games are much shorter than regular football matches. The advanta-

ge is that this allows more teams a chance to play. You can experiment with the length of 

time per match depending on the age of the players. A guideline could be 2 x 10-minutes 

of play.

Overview: 

The activity consists on short football matches with adapted rules. The participants are 

the managers of the activity. “Street Football for Tolerance” started as a pilot project in 

the province of Brandenburg, Germany in 2000 and has since expanded to include tourna-

ments within Germany as well as in Poland and Slovakia. The central aim of street football 

is to develop the social as well as sportive talents of children and youth.

Objectives:

 • To promote street football and sports in general as accessible for all;

 • To practice conflict management, tolerance, teamwork and civil courage;

Materials: A courtyard to have the football matches, doesn’t need to be too big. The go-

als should be approximately the same size as ice hockey goals.

Instructions:

Each team consists of four players (at least one must be girl) and one substitute. The sub-

stitute may switch with players on the court as often as desired but the substitution rule 

is always “first one off, then next one on”. The game is played without any goalkeepers 

(players on defense may not touch the ball with their hands). In the case of a “hand ball”, 

the opposite team is awarded an unobstructed penalty shot on goal.



The game starts and ends in the “dialogue zone”. Both teams meet in the zone approxi-

mately 3 minutes before the start of the game in order to agree on additional fair-play 

rules. (For example, any goal scored by a girl counts for two points; if a player commits 

a foul against another player, that team loses one point, etc.) There is no referee in street 

football – the young people must enforce the agreed rules themselves. At the end of the 

game, both teams meet together in the dialogue zone to evaluate the game.

At the conclusion of the match, the teams can also win other points as follows:

For fair play

An additional maximum of 3 points (one point per category) may be granted for:

• Active participation of all players during the evaluation in the dialogue zone

and the observation of the additional rules

• Engagement of a female player for the entire duration of the match

• Observation of the agreed Fair Play rules (as agreed at the start of the match)



9. Like in real life

Values involved: Equality, inclusion, human rights

Group size: Any size, depending on the number of roles designed

Time: 30 minutes

Overview: 

Pedagogical method/role game that points out how life situations determine your success 

in society.

Materials:

- Role cards

- Wide room, preferably outdoors

Objectives:

- To raise awareness for mechanisms that exclude people in sports

- To work on methods for inclusion in sports.

- To address the ways in which structures, social processes, and social representations 

are shaped by gender, class, race, sexuality, etc.

-

“Like in real life” illustrates that cultural patterns of oppression (race, gender, class and 

ethnicity) are interrelated. It is a role-playing game where each participant gets a card 

with some keynotes about a character. For example: white, German female, 27 years old, 

lesbian; or 23-year-old, stateless Roma man, heterosexual, not married, is working on buil-

ding sites, etc. The participants are then positioned in a row on one end of the room. The 

trainer will ask them questions like:

- Do you have health insurance and can you go to a doctor?

- Can you ask for the police if something happens and you need protection?

 - Do you walk on the street being affectionate with your lover? Can you go shopping for 

a day? etc.



Each person who can answer the question with a yes can make a step forward. After 

about 20 questions the participants can see that some of them could make a lot of steps 

and some were left behind.

This reveals different possibilities of success for different people in the society. The main 

part of this method is the moderated debriefing after the acting part.

(Adapted from: Inclusion in Sport Guidelines’ publication from SPIN (support inclusion 

network), 2012)



10. WADA’s Anti-Doping Card Game

Values involved: Respect, honesty, fair-play, anti-doping attitude

Group size: 6 to 8 people. Can be extended if more handouts are printed.

Target: Youth in general

Time: 20 to 30minutes

Overview: 

The object of the game is to be the first person to discard all his/her cards, without being 

banned for life for doping. 

Objectives:

- To promote an anti-doping attitude while promoting respect and fair play.

Materials: 

All you need in order to play WADA’s anti-doping card game is the special deck of cards. 

Instructions: 

1. To start the game, choose a dealer by having each player pick a card from the deck. 

The person with the highest number is the dealer. When selecting a dealer, the wild cards 

and the Life-Time Ban card count as zero. The dealer will give each player seven cards 

and put the remaining cards face down in the middle of the table. This is the draw pile.

2. Turn the top card of the draw pile over to form the discard pile. Take turns beginning 

with the player to the left of the dealer and go clockwise around the table.

3. When it is your turn, place a card on the discard pile. Your card must have the same 

number, color or wording as the top card of the discard pile – or be a wild or draw 4 card.

4. If you cannot play a card, you must draw a card from the top of the deck. Play the 

drawn card if you can. If you cannot play the card that you drew, keep it in your hand. It’s 

the next person’s turn. You can play a wild card or draw 4 card any time it is your turn. 

5. If you are dealt or draw the Life-Time Ban card, you are instantly out of the game. The 

Life-Time Ban card should then be placed in the discard pile, under the card that is cur-

rently at the top of the discard pile.



6. Say “Play True” when you have one card left in your hand. If you forget to say “Play 

True” and another player catches you, you must draw two (2) cards.

The cards (handouts) and an explanation to each type of card goes in annex with the 

original WADA’s document.



11. Play true quizz

Values involved: Anti-doping attitude, respect, honesty

Group size: Any

Time: 60 minutes

Overview: 

Quizz on Anti-Doping facts and situations/scenarios.

Objectives:

- To prevent society from taking any kind of substance/doping for performance improve-

ment;

- To promote sports values and education;

Materials:

Quizz in physical or digital form to each participant of each team of participants.

Handout: Quizz

1

Question: I am ultimately responsible for what I swallow, inject or apply to my body. 

Answer: True

Explanation: All athletes need to be proactive in asking questions so they don’t jeopardi-

ze their sporting careers. If you have a question - ASK! If you cannot be 100% sure of the 

ingredients or don’t know the status of a substance – DON’T TAKE IT! 

2

Question: Only athletes competing at the Olympics, Paralympics and World Champion-

ships are subject to doping control. 

Answer: False

Explanation: Many countries and international federations have anti-doping programs. 

This means that if you are part of a national team, you may be tested either during a com-

petition or outside competition at your home or training venue.



3

Question: WADA stands for: World Anti-Doping Administration or World Anti-Doping 

Agency? 

Answer: World Anti-Doping Agency

Explanation: The mission of World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) is to promote, coordina-

te and monitor at the international level the fight against doping in sport in all forms.

4 

Question: If a medication is okay to use in my home country, I can safely use the same 

brand purchased overseas. 

Answer: False

Explanation: Some medications have slightly different ingredients when bought in diffe-

rent countries. In some cases, these could be prohibited substances. You must check the 

ingredients carefully and seek advice from your doctor, if you are unsure. 

5 

Question: The maximum number of times an athlete can be tested each year is? 

a. 2 

b. 5 

c. 20 

d. Unlimited

Answer: Unlimited

Explanation: There is no limit to the number of times an athlete can be tested each year 

including in-competition, out of competition, random and target testing. 

6

Question: Analysis of urine for detection of prohibited substances or methods in sport 

can be performed by ANY laboratory with the necessary equipment?

Answer: False



Explanation: Analysis of urine for detection of prohibited substances or methods in sport 

is only performed at those laboratories which have met the high standards of WADA and 

have been granted accredited status.

7

Question: If a nutritional supplement is bought from a pharmacy (over-the-counter), it is 

definitely permitted in sport.

Answer: False

Explanation: Taking supplements and/or any substance is at your own risk. Many supple-

ments contain prohibited substances. Because the supplement industry is not regulated 

in many countries, it is important to be completely confident you know what is inside the 

product. WORDS OF WISDOM: if it sounds too good to be True – it is probably prohibi-

ted! An alternative to using supplements is to adapt your nutritional program.

8

Question: When I am sick, I can be excused for taking ANY medicine to help me get well? 

Answer: False 

Explanation: If you have a cold, flu or hay fever DO NOT take any medication or sub-

stance without first being sure it doesn’t contain a prohibited substance. This includes 

both over-the-counter substances and medication from your doctor. Remember a positive 

test is a positive test. 

9 

Question: A coach or doctor assisting or encouraging an athlete to take prohibited sub-

stances can be sanctioned if that athlete tests positive? 

Answer: True 

Explanation: Encouraging or assisting athletes to use prohibited substances or methods 

is considered a serious doping violation and a sanction will be imposed under the World 

Anti-Doping Code. 



10 

Question: Doping Control Officers must inform athletes they will be drug tested a few 

hours before their arrival? 

Answer: False 

Explanation: Wherever possible, testing will be no-advance-notice. This means that Do-

ping Control Officers (DCOs) can conduct testing at any time, and in any place. Howe-

ver, it is expected that DCOs will use their discretion so as not to cause unnecessary 

inconvenience to athletes. 

11 

Question: Once the sample is collected and sealed and the paperwork is complete, any 

attempt to open, contaminate or otherwise tamper with the sample will be obvious. 

Answer: True 

Explanation: An athlete should feel confident that their sample can not be tampered with. 

In addition, the laboratory will report any suspicions it has about the integrity of the sam-

ple before analysis. 

12 

Question: An athlete can refuse to submit to doping control if he/she is too busy? 

Answer: False 

Explanation: Refusing to submit to doping control can carry the same sanction as a posi-

tive test. If an athlete refuses to take a test when notified, he/she must provide an expla-

nation for the refusal on the relevant form and inform his/her governing body as soon as 

possible. 

13 

Question: When requested, my coach can accompany me to the Doping Control Sta-

tion? 

Answer: True 

Explanation: Every athlete has the right to have a representative accompany them to the 

Doping Control Station. 



14 

Question: I have to use the sample collection equipment I have chosen, even if I think it 

might have been tampered with or it looks dirty. 

Answer: False 

Explanation: You should be given a selection of sealed sample collection equipment to 

choose from. If you are not happy about the testing kit you originally chose, you should 

ask for another one and your request may be granted. 

15 

Question: I should tell my doctor that as an athlete I am subject to doping controls and 

should not use prohibited substances. 

Answer: True 

Explanation: It is important that your doctor knows you should be given alternative me-

dications to those on the prohibited list. If this is not possible, you will need to ask for a 

Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE) through your International Federation or National An-

ti-Doping Organization before you can use the medication. Procedures exist to handle 

emergency cases which your doctor should also be aware of.

16 

Question: If you are not able to provide the required amount of urine you will be asked to 

give a blood test in addition to your urine. 

Answer: False 

Explanation: If you are unable to provide the required amount of urine, your partial sam-

ple will be sealed and recorded, and when ready, you will need to provide further samples 

until you have the required volume. 

17 

Question: It is always okay to accept medication from someone you trust, even if you 

don’t know what the medication contains. 



Answer: False 

Explanation: Athletes should always know what they are putting into their system. Taking 

medication without knowing what it contains could result in a positive drug test and could 

also be dangerous to your health. 

18 

Question: If a Doping Control Officer comes to your home to conduct an out-of-compe-

tition test, it is okay for you to leave the room alone to make a cup of coffee? 

Answer: False 

Explanation: If you need to leave the room, tell the Doping Control Officer who will go 

with you. It is important that you protect the integrity of your sample by staying in full view 

of the Doping Control Officer at all times until the test is complete. 

19 

Question: If I have had an out of competition test already this week, it will be a few we-

eks before my next test. 

Answer: False 

Explanation: It may be a few weeks before your next test, or it could be a few days, even 

hours. There are benefits to conducting more than one test within a short time span since 

it stops cheats feeling they are ‘safe’ to continue cheating. 

20 

Question: If the Doping Control Officer (DCO) does not have any identification, I can 

refuse to be tested. 

Answer: True 

Explanation: The DCO must be able to demonstrate that they have the authority to con-

duct a test, and that they belong to an authorized sample collection authority. If they do 

not, explain this on the relevant form, sign it, keep your copy and contact your Federation 

immediately. 

21 



Question: The person who receives my sample at the laboratory knows who I am. 

Answer: False 

Explanation: The documentation which accompanies your sample to the laboratory does 

not reveal your identity. The only information the lab receives is the sport/event/gender/

Federation and the date of the test. 

22 

Question: The “TUE” program provides athletes the opportunity to request treatment of 

a serious medical condition by using a prohibited substance. TUE stands for: a. Therapeu-

tic Use Exemption b. Therapeutic Use Equipment 

Answer: Therapeutic Use Exemption 

Explanation: International level athletes should submit their Therapeutic Use Exemption 

(TUE) request to their International Federation and national level athletes should submit 

their forms to their National Anti-Doping Agency. TUEs are granted for a specific medica-

tion with a defined dosage and for a specific period of time. 

23 

Question: The Prohibited List identifies what substances and methods are prohibited 

in-competition and out-ofcompetition. 

Answer: True 

Explanation: The Prohibited List is reviewed annually by a panel of international experts 

and an updated version enters into force on 1 January of each year. All athletes should 

ensure they are aware of the most up-to-date information related to the List which is avai-

lable on the WADA Web site - www.wada-ama.org.

24

Question: Even if I am injured and not competing, I still need to submit my whereabouts 

information to the relevant sporting bodies in case they need to locate me for a drug test. 

Answer: True 



Explanation: As an athlete, you must submit your whereabouts information even if you 

are not competing due to an injury or illness so the anti-doping organization can locate 

you at anytime and at any place. 

25 

Question: I can be drug tested during a competition, even if I didn’t compete. 

Answer: True 

Explanation: If you are named as a member of a team, you may be included in selection 

for doping control, whether you actually competed or not. 

26 

Question: If you test positive for a prohibited substance, you have the right to: a. request 

the B sample be analyzed b. attend or to be represented for the opening and analysis of 

the B sample c. request copies of the laboratory documentation package d. All of the 

above 

Answer: All of the above 

Explanation: The World Anti-Doping Code aims to ensure that athletes’ rights are re-

spected. 

27 

Question: How often is the Prohibited List updated? a. Once a month b. Once a year, at 

least c. Before every Olympic and Paralympic Games d. It is never updated 

Answer: Once a year, at least 

Explanation: The Prohibited List is reviewed annually by a panel of international experts 

and an updated version enters into force on 1 January of each year. All athletes should 

ensure they are aware of the most up-to-date information related to the List which is avai-

lable on the WADA Web site – www.wada-ama.org. 



28 

Question: When I am notified for doping control, do I need to report immediately to the 

Doping Control Station? 

a. Yes 

b. No – I have one hour 

c. I can report when I am ready 

d. No – I have 24 hours 

Answer: Yes 

Explanation: When you are notified by a Doping Control Officer (DCO) or Chaperone 

about your selection for doping control, you have to report to the Doping Control Station 

immediately, unless there are valid reasons for a delay. Even with a valid delay, you MUST 

remain within direct observation of the DCO and/or Chaperone at all times until the sam-

ple has been collected. 

29 

Question: If I am banned in my sport, I can compete in another sport. 

Answer: False 

Explanation: If you are sanctioned as a result of committing an Anti-Doping Rule Violation 

(ADRV), you cannot participate in competitions or activities in any level of sport during 

your period of ineligibility. 

30 

Question: If I test positive in my country, I can compete for another country. 

Answer: False 

Explanation: If you have committed an Anti-Doping Rule Violation (ADRV) in your country, 

your ADRV record will be recognized by all other Signatories of the World Anti-Doping 

Code. Therefore, during your period of ineligibility, you will not be able to compete for 

another country. 



31 

Question: Can I be found to have committed an Anti-Doping Rule Violation (ADRV) if I 

consume a supplement that is contaminated with a prohibited substance? 

Answer: Yes 

Explanation: Under the Strict Liability Principle, an athlete is responsible for any prohibi-

ted substance that is found in his/her body. A potential Anti-Doping Rule Violation (ADRV) 

will occur whether or not you intended to use a prohibited substance or to your level of 

precaution! Always be careful with any substance, food (especially meat in certain coun-

tries), or supplement you are consuming.

32 

Question: Who determines whether your application for a Therapeutic Use Exemption 

(TUE), allowing you to use a prohibited substance for medical necessity, is approved or 

denied? 

a. A committee of athletes 

b. A group of professionals working for the national/international sports federation 

c. A committee of medical experts 

d. The president of the national or international sports federation 

Answer: A committee of medical experts 

Explanation: After submitting a TUE to your relevant Anti-Doping Organization (IF or 

NADO and/or Major Event Organization, where applicable), it will have your request 

appropriately dealt with by a panel of independent physicians called Therapeutic Use 

Exemption Committee (TUEC). IFs, NADOs and MEOs, through their TUECs, are then 

responsible for granting or declining your application. 

33 

Question: If I want to respect my sport and be the best athlete I can be, I need to: a. Ack-

nowledge that winning is what is most important b. Do what I can to get an advantage c. 

Know that a failure means I did something wrong d. None of the above 

Answer: None of the above 



Explanation: Hard-work, dedication, and learning from set-backs are essential to become 

the best athlete of a sport. However, winning at all costs with no respect for health, fellow 

competitors, or the rules goes against the spirit of sport. 

34 

Question: Athletes who dope are cheating every athlete’s right to compete in clean sport. 

Answer: True 

Explanation: When an athlete cheats, they take themselves out of the game, stop com-

peting in the spirit of sport, and there is no longer a fair contest. Also, violating anti-do-

ping rules is the same as violating competition rules, which all athletes accept as a condi-

tion to participate and compete fairly. 

35 

Question: Who is authorized to carry out the blood sample collection? 

a. A qualified Blood Collection Officer(BCO) 

b. A qualified Doping Control Officer(DCO) 

c. A qualified Chaperone d. All of the above 

Answer: A qualified Blood Collection Officer(BCO) 

Explanation: A Blood Collection Officer (BCO) is an official who is qualified and has 

been authorized by the AntiDoping Organization (ADO) to collect a blood sample from an 

athlete. 

36 

Question: After I give a sample (blood and/or urine), for how long can it be stored and 

re-analyzed? 

a. An indefinite period

 b. 10 years 

c. 2 years 

d. It cannot be stored 

Answer: 10 years 



Explanation: All Samples may be stored for up to ten years and re-analyzed at any time 

during this period, which means previously undetectable substances may be found later 

on and athletes may be sanctioned and have their results disqualified well beyond the 

original testing date. 

37 

Question: A positive test is the only way an athlete can be sanctioned. 

Answer: False 

Explanation: Presence of a prohibited substance in an athlete’s Sample is only 1 of 10 

Anti-Doping Rule Violations (ADRVs). Refusing or failing to submit to Sample Collection, 

Possession of a Prohibited Substance, Complicity, and Prohibited Association are some 

of the other ADRVs that an athlete can be sanctioned for. 

38 

Question: I can be sanctioned for associating with a coach, physician or other such sup-

port personnel who are serving a period of ineligibility due to an Anti-Doping Rule Viola-

tion (ADRV). 

Answer: True 

Explanation: Prohibited Association is an Anti-Doping Rule Violation (ADRV) that athletes 

can be sanctioned for, if they have previously been advised in writing by an Anti-Doping 

Organization or WADA of the Athlete Support Person’s disqualifying status and the po-

tential consequence of prohibited association.

39 

Question: If I find it hard to eat a balanced diet due to my busy schedule, I can take sup-

plements to get the additional nutrients I need to improve my performance. 

Answer: False 

Explanation: There is limited if any evidence that supplements help athletes perform at 

their best; plus, some supplements cause serious health and anti-doping risks. No organi-

sation can guarantee the safety of any dietary supplement or its content. Eating a balan-

ced diet of natural, whole foods is the best way to improve athletic performance. 



40 

Question: If I know a supplement has been through a quality control process, I can be 

guaranteed that it does not contain any substances on the prohibited list. 

Answer: False 

Explanation: There is no way to guarantee that supplements are free of prohibited sub-

stances as this industry is not regulated. No organization can guarantee the safety of any 

dietary supplement or its content. Eating a balanced diet of natural, whole foods is the 

best way to improve athletic performance

(Source: WADA’s Program Officer Tool Kit, 2016)



12. The Balloon Race

Values involved: Anti-Doping, Sports rules and values

Group Size: 8 to 12 participants is the ideal size group

Target Group:

- Coaches for youth and recreational athletes 

- Youth and recreational athletes where the coach is the facilitator

Time: 30 minutes

Objectives:

- Get the participants to know each other and allow a better cohesion of the group

- Give grounds to start thinking about rules and doping 

Materials: 

A balloon per participant.

Instructions:

Distribute a balloon to each participant and divide your participants in two teams. Ask the 

participants to blow up and burst their balloons. The first team to burst all of their ballo-

ons wins.

Facilitator’s Tip: 

It is very important, to trigger the discussion, not to give any more instructions: the less 

rules, the better the discussion. Also, don’t give the participants time to think about possi-

ble rules: announce the game, explain the rule, and 1,2,3, go!

Discussion Items:

- What were the rules of the game?

* Facilitator’s Note: Very limited rules (blow up and burst);

- Did the participants even ask what the rules of the game were other than to finish first?

* Facilitator’s Note: If people asked more about the rules before starting this is an oppor-

tunity to discuss why they asked. Was it to make the game fair for everyone? To level the 



playing field? 

- How does that relate to sport?

* Facilitator’s Note: Imagine if sport had no rules. Would it be fun? Would people be inte-

rested in playing? Sport is fun because we all play by the same rules and no one has an 

unfair advantage.

- How does doping relate to rules?

* Facilitator’s Note: Doping in sport is against the rules. Athletes who dope are not 

playing by the same rules as their competitors, thus making the game unfair. It should 

be stressed that doping is against the rules of sport the same as (give an example of an 

equipment rule from your sport) and athletes that dope will not be permitted to play. 

Conclusion

- If you don’t have a set of rules for everybody, the game isn’t possible or isn’t fun

- Reaching a goal is important, but doing it by the rules is equally important. 

Doping is against the rules of sport and just as important as any other equipment or tech-

nical rule.

(Source: WADA’s Coach Tool Kit, 2015)



13. Where do you stand? Doping Scenarios

Values involved: Anti-Doping attitude, respect, honesty

Group Size: Any

Target: Coaches

Time: 20minutes each scenario minimum

Overview: 

Series of scenarios where the use of doping is considered. In all scenarios, coaches are 

asked to reflect on how they would act in such situations and afterwards a set of informa-

tion is provided such as applicable rules/penalties and course of action.

Objectives:

- Getting to know the rules applicable for doping-usage situations

- Learning about the recommended course of action for a coach or others

Materials:

Printed or projected handouts/scenarios. 

Instructions:

Present the scenario to each participant (coach) and let them reflect on it for a few minu-

tes before making small groups for internal discussion. Finally, open a plenary discussion 

with everyone and see how close, or far, were they from the answers provided.

Up next you may find scenarios of the following ‘’types’’:

- Aiding and Abetting (Scenario A and B)

- Refusal to Comply (Scenario C)

- Results Management (Scenario D)

- Therapeutic Use Exemption (Scenario E)

- Whereabouts (Scenario F)



Scenario A: Suspicions of doping behavior by a member of the athlete’s entourage

You are the national team coach. In informal discussions with your team’s athletic thera-

pist you find out that a physician recently offered to prescribe EPO to him to be distribu-

ted to athletes. You are truly concerned because this physician regularly treats some of 

your athletes. What do you do?

Applicable Anti-Doping Rules

1. Article 2.6.2: possession of prohibited substances and prohibited methods

2. Article 2.8: administration of prohibited substances

3. Article 10.3.3: ineligibility

Recommended Course of Action: Coach

- As a coach, you have a responsibility to protect your athletes against possible tempta-

tions to engage in doping activities. You should therefore report your suspicion and any 

evidence to an independent anti-doping organization.

- Even if you are convinced that your athletes are clean, such situation calls for some pre-

ventive action. 

Recommended Course of Action: Others

To enable the authorities to conduct their investigation of the matter without disruption, it 

is advisable not to involve others unless the authorities consider that specific individuals 

are in a position to provide useful information or evidence to assist in such investigation.

Scenario B: Parents’ enquiry

The parent of one of your athletes has asked to meet with you in confidence. At the me-

eting, the parent begins by talking about how his family has a very strong sporting tradi-

tion, with multiple family members attaining elite and professional ranks in your sport. He 

then mentions that he is worried about his younger son’s smaller stature compared to his 



older brother, and that he is concerned that this may hinder his chances of a fruitful spor-

ts career. He is considering human growth hormone (hGH) treatment for his younger son 

and wants to know if you can help him find a doctor who will agree to prescribe it. What 

do you do?

Applicable Anti-Doping Rules

- Article 2.8: ‘’Administration or attempted administration to any athlete in-competition 

of any prohibited substance or prohibited method, or administration or attempted ad-

ministration to any athlete out-of-competition of any prohibited substance or prohibited 

method’’

Recommended Course of Action: Coach

- You have a moral responsibility to do everything in your power to discourage this parent 

from doping his child.

- You can start by talking about health consequences and then use ethical arguments.

- If they are not effective, you are advised to report the matter to your National Anti-Do-

ping Organization, or to the proper authorities if the suggested plan involves a violation of 

the code.

Recommended Course of Action: Others

It is preferable not to involve a third party in this case: the athlete and his family have not 

committed an anti-doping rule violation yet and they deserve the confidence they have 

asked for.

However, if you do get strong suspicious about the parents doping their child it is your 

duty to report the appropriate NADO.

Scenario C – Refusal to comply

It is regular training session. You are approached by a doping control officer (DCO) who 

states that one of your players has been selected for doping control. The concerned ath-



lete is notified as he/she leaves the practice field. Half an hour later, the athlete still has 

not arrived. You go back to the changing room and you fim him/her there arguing that he/

she does not have time to undergo doping control because is expected at an important 

family event beginning in one hour’s time. What to do?

Applicable Anti-Doping Rules

- Article 2.3: Evading, Refusing or Failing to Submit to Sample Collection

Recommended Course of Action: Coach

- As a coach, you a responsibility to explain to your athletes the possible consequences 

of refusing to comply with doping control procedures.

- While recognizing that some situations call for exceptional measures, it is not your deci-

sion to waive your athlete’s responsibility to submit to doping control procedures.

Recommended Course of Action: Others

To avoid sanctions and other potential consequences, clean athletes should make every 

possible effort to assume their responsibility and consider every test as an opportunity to 

show that they are committed to doping-free sport.

TYPE 3 – ‘’Results Management’’

Scenario D – Adverse Analytical Findings

Two days into a competition, your star athlete tells you that the test of his/her A-sample 

has returned an adverse analytical finding. What to do?

Applicable Anti-Doping Rules

- This result does not constitute an anti-doping rule violation yet.

- It may become violation if

- The athlete accepts the result

- The B sample analysis confirms the A sample

- It is deemed to be an anti-doping rule violation



Recommended Course of Action: Coach

- Patience and silence

- Wait for the final result

- Information must remain confidential unless the athlete decides to make it public

- Ensure not disclosing any information about this result to anyone not entitled to know

- The athlete, or representative, should be the individual to communicate with the organi-

zation that send the result notification.

Recommended Course of Action: Others

The athlete must decide whether:

- Request analysis of the B sample

- For that, the athelete must communicate promptly with the organization that sent the 

result notification.

- If not, the athlete is considered having waived the B-sample analysis. He/she can attend, 

or a designated representative, the opening of the B sample at the laboratory.

- Simply accepting the result of the A sample.

TYPE 4 – Therapeutic Use Exemption

Scenario E – Therapeutic Use Exemption

You have asked each of you athletes to full out a health form, on which they must declare 

ongoing medical conditions or treatments. When reviewing the forms with your team phy-

sician, he points out to you that a medical condition declared by one of your new athletes 

is usually treated with a medication that contains a banned substance. What do you do?

Applicable Anti-Doping Rules

- Article 4.4 – The therapeutic use exemption (TUE) provisions of the Code allow athletes 

to request permission to use prohibited substances or methods under very strict condi-

tions, in order to regain their normal state of health.



Recommended Course of Action: Coach

As a coach, you have a responsibility you constantly remind your athletes that they are 

subject to anti-doping regulations and that they should not use prohibited substances or 

methods without an approved and valid TUE.

Recommended Course of Action: Others

- The athlete’s physician must complete the TUE application form.

- The athelete must wait fo the TUE to be approved before beginning treatment.

- If the TUE is granted, the athlete must respect its conditions.

- When submitting to doping controls, the athlete is advised to declare on the Doping 

Control Form the existence of the valid TUE.

Scenario F – Missed Test

It is a regular day at a squad training session. You are approached by a Doping Control 

Officer stating that one of your athletes has been selected for out-of-competition testing. 

When the DCO informs you of the athlete’s name, you realize that this athlete had pho-

ned you an hour before the training session to tell you that he had been called at work for 

an emergency. The Doping Control Officer proceeds to the athlete’s workplace based on 

information from his whereabouts but, upon arrival at that location, the Doping Control 

Officer is unable to find the athlete.

The Doping Control Officer then shows up at the athlete’s home but no one is there. 

What to do?

Applicable Anti-Doping Rules

- The situation does not constitute an anti-doping violation yet.

- Any combination of three misses tests or whereabouts failures caused by the athlete’s 

failure to provide accurate and up-to-date whereabouts information in a 12-month period 

may be considered an anti-doping rule violation.



Recommended Course of Action: Coach

- At this point, it is too late to save the situation.

- As a coach, you should ensure that your athletes are aware of their responsibility to sub-

mit accurate whereabouts information and update it as their plans change.

- You should also be aware of the potential consequences to your athletes should they fail 

to meet their whereabouts responsibilities.

Recommended Course of Action: Others

- The athlete should review his/her whereabouts to correct any other possible errors.

- A missed test should act as a serious warning to the athlete to provide accurate infor-

mation and update it promptly when required.

For more in-depth information please check the following source.

(Source: WADA’s Coach Tool Kit, 2015)



14. Spirit of Sport Values - Intro

Values involved: All in general

Group size: Any

Target: Youth in general

Time: 30-60minutes

Overview: 

This activity introduces the concepts of the Spirit of Sport and its Values through a work-

sheet that participants must fill with good behaviors and contrary acts.

Objectives:

- To acquire knowledge of the Spirit of Sport principles within the context of sport and 

physical activity 

- To make connections between Spirit of Sport values and other aspects of the students’ 

lives

Materials:

Spirit of Sport Values Worksheet

Instructions:

Explain to students that there are 11 core values that characterize the Spirit of Sport 

- Ethics, fair play and honesty 

- Health

- Excellence in performance 

- Character and education 

- Fun and joy 

- Teamwork 

- Dedication and commitment 

- Respect for rules and laws 

- Respect for self and other participants 

- Courage 

- Community and solidarity 



– But what does all this mean? Have students reflect on these values by: 

- Having students use the blank Spirit of Sport Values worksheet to provide examples that 

support and are contrary to each of the 11 Values that characterize the Spirit of Sport. 

Note: This worksheet can be completed in written format (individually or in small groups) 

or simply discussed orally (in a plenary session or in small groups). 

- Providing students with the completed table and having students discuss. 

Note: This worksheet can be discussed in a plenary session or in small groups. 

Handouts:

A - COMPLETE WORKSHEET

Spirit of Sport Values Good Spirit 
of Sport Behaviours

Acts Contrary to the Spirit of 
Sport

Ethics, fair play and honesty I play within the rules even though 
I know that I will not get caught if 

I cheat. 

I do not respect the rules of the 
game. I lie when I am caught che-

ating. 

Health I listen to my body. I eat well, get 
enough sleep and I do not overdo 

it. 

I take risks when I play sport. I 
play even when I am hurt or am 

tired. 

Excellence in performance I always try my best. I am happy 
when I win, but do not make my 

opponent(s) feel badly. 

I give up when I am losing or 
not playing well. If I am not 

playing well, I become aggressi-
ve towards my team mates and 

opponents. 



Character and education

I show a good example to my 
team mates about playing fair. I 

am a good role model for younger 
players. I always stay in control 
even when I am losing or not 

playing well. 

I encourage others to cheat with 
me or not to play fair. 

Fun and joy
Playing my favourite sport ma-

kes me happy. I always have fun, 
whether I am winning or losing. 

I often get aggressive when I am 
playing, which makes sport less 
fun. I get angry and sad. I some-
times hurt others (physically or 

emotionally). I play to win. I don’t 
find playing fun any more. 

Teamwork
I know that I cannot win alone. We 

win as a team and we lose as a 
team.  

I do things on the field that make 
me look good but isn’t really good 

for the team. I get mad at team 
mates because they aren’t as 

good as me. 

Dedication and commitment

I am dedicated to my sport and 
team. I go to all practices and 

games. I help younger kids play. 

I only play in games. I do not 
practice or train. I don’t play un-
less I think we are going to win. 

Respect for rules and laws I know the rules. I respect the 
rules and the officials. 

I yell at officials and coaches. I 
challenge calls made by referees. 

I do not respect authority.

Respect for self and 
other participants

I don’t let others treat me badly. 
I help my team mates and oppo-

nents up if they fall. 

I yell at my team mates and oppo-
nents. I am rude. I am aggressive. 

Courage

I leave the competition on the 
field. I am friends with my oppo-
nents off the field. I speak out 
when I see something that isn’t 

right.. 

I discriminate against other 
players who are different from me. 
I do not play with people who are 
not as skilled as me. I do not talk 

to opponents off the field.



B – EMPTY WORKSHEET

Spirit of Sport Values Good Spirit of Sport Behaviours Acts Contrary to the Spirit of 
Sport

Ethics, fair play and honesty

Health

Excellence in performance

Character and education

Fun and joy

Teamwork



Dedication and commitment

Respect for rules and laws

Respect for self and other partici-
pants

Courage

Community and solidarity

(Source: WADA’s Teacher’s Tool Kit, 2015)



15. Spirit of Sport Values – Real Life Stories

Values involved: All in general

Group size: Any

Target: Youth in general

Time: 30 minutes

Overview: 

In this activity, participants are asked to identify the Spirit of Sport Values within real sport 

stories.

Objectives:

- To identify the Spirit of Sport values in real stories

- To think critically about the role the Spirit of Sport Values play in sport

Materials:

Real life stories handouts

Instructions: 

The following stories exemplify the Spirit of Sport ideals. Using the 11 Spirit of Sport 

Values listed below, ask students to explain why these stories are good examples of the 

Spirit of Sport. 

- Ethics, fair play and honesty 

- Health 

- Excellence in performance 

- Character and education 

- Fun and joy 

- Teamwork 

- Dedication and commitment 

- Respect for rules and laws 

- Respect for self and other participants 

- Courage 

- Community and solidarity 



Note: You may ask students to identify the ideals in all stories or assign one story to an 

individual or group of students. The stories and the answer keys are included below. As 

long as the students are able to make a clear and convincing connection between the va-

lue and the story, the response can/should be accepted. You may wish to include a local 

example(s) of Spirit of Sport in action, whether at the community/club level or the elite 

sport level. 

Story A - Trading a silver medal to save a life, 1988 Summer Olympics 

Lawrence Lemieux was an Olympic sailor from Canada. During the 1988 Olympics, 

Lawrence was on his way to winning a silver medal, when he noticed that one of his com-

petitors had fallen out of his boat. A sailor from Singapore was injured and having trouble 

keeping his head above water. Lawrence abandoned the race to save his competitor. 

Lawrence did not win a silver medal in that race. He finished 22nd. During the closing ce-

remonies, Lawrence was given the Pierre de Coubertin Medal for Sportsmanship. 

Answer key:

Respect for others: Lawrence put saving his competitor’s life over winning a medal. 

Courage: It took courage Lawrence to risk his career and possibly his own life to save the 

life of his competitor.

Character: Lawrence is an excellent role model. 

Story B - Jumping in to help a competitor in need, 1936 Olympics 

Jesse Owens was a very successful track and field star from the United States. Jesse’s 

main competitor at the 1936 Olympics in Germany was Luz Long. Luz was a German 

athlete and was favoured to win a gold medal in the long jump. Jesse fouled in his first 

two jumps. If he crossed the jumping line again he would be disqualified. Jesse was really 

discouraged. This was a lot of pressure on him. Luz went over to Jesse. He introduced 

himself. Luz suggested that Jesse try jumping from a spot several centimeters from the 

line. Since Jesse almost always jumped further than the minimum required distance, he 



would be sure to qualify for the next round. It worked! Jesse did not foul on his third jump. 

Jesse ended up winning the gold medal. Jesse even beat Luz’s record. Luz was the first 

person to congratulate Jesse on his victory. The two men walked off the track arm-in-arm.

Answer key:

Dedication to the sport: Luz Long put helping an opponent with his technique ahead of 

coming first.

Respect for others: Luz helped his opponent and was the first to congratulate him when 

he won the competition.

Courage: It took a lot of courage for Luz to risk losing the competition by helping Jesse.

Character: Luz is an excellent role model, showing that winning is not everything, and that 

it is key to have fun and play/compete to your best ability and help others do the same. 

Story C - “The only thing I could do to maintain my integrity”

Ruben Gonzales was a very good professional racquetball player. In a tournament in 

1985, Ruben was playing for the title of World Champion. It was a hard fought match. At 

match point, Ruben made a killer shot. The referee called it good. A linesman also said 

that it was a fair play. Ruben had won the match. Ruben hesitated. He turned to his op-

ponent and the referee declaring that his shot had skipped the floor. Ruben’s opponent 

ended up winning the match. “It was the only thing I could do to maintain my integrity,” 

said Ruben after the match. 

Answer key:

Honesty and fair play: Ruben was honest in telling the referee that his shot had skipped 

the floor and therefore was not legal.

Dedication to the sport: Ruben put the rules and integrity of the sport above his title as 

World Champion.

Respect for others and the rules: Ruben respected his opponent and the rules of the 

game enough to admit that the shot was not legal and give up the title.

Courage: It was courageous for Ruben to give up the title.



Character: Ruben is an excellent role model demonstrating that playing within the rules of 

the sport is more important than winning.

Story D - “If you win but don’t help somebody when you should have, what win is that?” 

2006 Winter Olympic Games (Turin, Italy) 

Sara Renner was leading the pack during the women’s team sprint cross-country skiing 

event at the 2006 Winter Olympic Games in Turin, Italy. Suddenly, her left ski pole broke. 

Three other skiers passed her within seconds, and it looked as if her race was over. Bjoer-

nar Haakensmoen, a cross-country ski coach from Norway, stepped forward and handed 

Sara a ski pole. Sara could continue the race. In fact, it worked so well that Sara’s team 

(Canada) won a silver medal. Bjoernar did not regret his decision to give Sara the pole. 

Bjoernar saw an athlete in trouble, he had the means to help, and so he did. “The Olympic 

spirit is the way we try to follow,” Bjoernar said. “Without that, we are in big trouble. Every 

skier, every staff member from Norway follows that. If you win but don’t help somebody 

when you should have, what win is that?” 

Answer key:

Courage: by giving Sara the ski pole, Bjoernar potentially risked his career and being 

ostracized or not accepted by his country/athletes.

Character: Bjoernar is an excellent role model. He showed that helping an athlete in need 

and keeping the sport equal, even if it means that his athlete/team did not win, are the 

most important outcomes.

Respect for others: Bjoernar helped an opponent when she needed it most.

Dedication to sport: Bjoernar’s actions showed that ensuring that his sport is played the 

way it should was more important that wining or losing.

Debrief: In all the stories, someone risked it all to help an opponent and maintain the inte-

grity of his/her sport. In all cases, the athlete/coach gave up something to help another. 

Luz lost his gold medal and his record, Lawrence lost the silver medal, Ruben lost the 

World Championship title and Bjoernar’s team just missed the podium. The students may 



think that the risk is not worth it, but all of these athletes believed that living and compe-

ting within the Spirit of Sport was more important and were recognized for it. It is just a 

coincidence that, in all of these cases, an athlete had to give up something or lose a race 

to exemplify the Spirit of Sport. This is, of course, not always the case. An athlete can be 

a winner and still embody these important values. 

(Source: WADA’s Teacher’s Tool Kit, 2015)



16. Spirit of Sport Values – Everyday Application

Values involved: All in general

Group size: Any

Target: Youth in general

Time: 30-45 minutes

Overview: 

In this activity, participants are asked to connect the Spirit of Sport Values with their 

everyday lives.

Objectives:

- Make connections between the Spirit of Sport values to other areas of life

- Think critically about the role the Spirit of Sport values play in sport and in other areas of 

life

Materials:

Spirit of Sports Values in Everyday Life Worksheet

Instructions: 

Explain to students that the 11 Spirit of Sport Values play a role in their everyday lives as 

well. But how? Ask student to now complete the table with examples of what they do 

in their daily lives that exemplify these values. In the second column, ask participants to 

explain how they expect others to show these values. Finally, in the last column, ask to 

consider what would happen if they or others do not follow the values.

Participants can complete the blank table (individually or in small groups), or you could 

provide them with the completed table below and simply discuss/explain the contents (in 

a plenary session or in small groups). 



A – COMPLETE WORKSHEET

Spirit of Sport Values What can I do? What do I expect of 
others?

What are the conse-
quences of not having 

these values?

Ethics, fair play 
and honesty

I do not cheat on tests. I keep 
promises that I make to my 

friends and family.

I expect others not to cheat. I 
expect others to keep promi-

ses made to me.

If everyone cheated on a test 
no one would know how much 

they had actually learned.

Health I take care of my body. I get 
enough rest. 

I expect others to take care of 
themselves. 

If everyone was tired and sick 
all the time, nothing would get 

done. 

Excellence 
in performance

I try my best at school. Even 
when I do well, I try hard to do 

even better. 

I expect my classmates to do 
their best. When I am playing 

a game with my friends or 
when I am working on school 

homework with a school friend, 
I expect them to try hard.

If no one does their best, work 
is harder and games are not as 
much fun. If no one tries their 

best, the results are not as 
good and there is not as much 

to be proud of.

Character
 and education

I like to learn new things. I 
listen to others so that I can 

learn more. I try to help a clas-
smate who is having trouble 
understanding school work.

I expect that my friends and 
classmates will treat me fairly 
and will help me if I need it, in 
the same way as I would help 

them if they needed it.

If you are not curious about 
learning new things and if you 
are not willing to share what 
you know with others, each 

day will not be as fun and as in-
teresting as it otherwise could 

be.

Fun and joy
I like to have to fun. Life is 

more fun when I am happy. I try 
to look at the positive side of a 
bad situation. I try to cheer my 
friends up when they are sad. 

I expect my friends to be hap-
py. I expect my friends to be 

positive. 

If there was no happiness or 
fun, everyone would be angry 
and sad all the time. Work is 
easier to do if you are in a 

good mood.

Teamwork
I like to help my friends when 
they are in need. I help people 
in need even if they are not my 

friends.

I expect my friends to help 
when I am in need. I expect my 

friends to help others. 

If you do not share and work 
with others, daily activities 

and work are harder and not 
as enjoyable. If people are not 
able to work together, trying 

to get anything done would be 
chaotic, messy and confusing.

Dedication 
and commitment

I try to finish something that I 
have started, even it if it is hard 
to do or requires a lot of time 

and effort. 

I expect others to finish so-
mething that they have started. 
I expect others not to give up 
when something is hard to do. 

If others did not finish what 
they have started, it would be 

difficult to get things done. 



Respect for rules 
and laws

I follow the rules at school. 
I follow the rules at home. I 
follow instructions from my 

teachers and parents. 

I expect my friends to respect 
the rules. I expect my classma-
tes to respect the school rules. 

If I don’t respect the rules, 
I could get punished. If the 

rules are not followed, it will be 
unpleasant to take part in the 

activity.

Respect for self and 
other participants

I am polite with others. I wait 
for my turn to speak in class. 
I wait my turn when I play a 

game.

I expect my friends to be nice 
to me. I expect people to 

respect me.

There is a saying that ‘Respect 
is a two-way street’. If I do not 

respect others, they will not 
respect me and, if others do 
not respect me, it will make it 

difficult for me to respect them.

Courage
I stand up for someone smaller 
or younger who is being picked 

on. I am not afraid to defend 
what is right and fair, even if 

others do not agree. 

I expect people to stand up for 
what is right and fair. I expect 

my friends to help me if someo-
ne is unfairly picking on me. 

If no one has the courage 
to stand up for what is right 

and fair, bullies may get away 
with behaviour that is harmful 
and makes it difficult to get 

work done or to enjoy group 
activities.

Community 
and solidarity

I do good things for my com-
munity. I help my teacher. I help 

my friends. I help out in the 
school. I like to help younger 
students. I share what I know 
and have with others in need. 

I expect others to do good 
things for our community and 
to share what they know and 

have with others. 

There is a saying that ‘No man 
is an island’. If no one shared 
with others or helped others, 

each day would be much more 
of a struggle.

B – EMPTY WORKSHEET

Spirit of Sport Values What can I do? What do I expect of 
others?

What are the conse-
quences of not having 

these values?

Ethics, fair play
 and honesty

Health

Excellence 
in performance



Character
 and education

Fun and joy

Teamwork

Dedication 
and commitment

(Source: WADA’s Teacher’s Tool Kit, 2015)



17. As One

Values involved: Team-spirit, teamwork, equality

Group Size: Any

Target: Youth in general

Time: 10 - 20 minutes

Overview:

 Participants will be holding onto to a shirt while they escape a ‘’chaser’’ who’s trying to 

collect it. 

Objectives:

- To foster team building making all the participants helping one another to achieve the 

same aim.

- To represent how discrimination could work: at the beginning can be just one person 

going against you, but others could join this person till you end up alone against a group. 

Materials:

One tshirt per player

Instructions:

Everybody holds a t-shirt except for one person of the group who chases all the others 

trying to grab and steal the t shirts they are holding; when the chaser manages to steal 

a t-shirt, the person who was holding it becomes a chaser. The game ends when all the 

players become part of the group of chasers except just one person who is still holding 

the t-shirt, this person is the winner of the game.

(Source: GetVal’s Training of Educators, 2017)



18. Solidarity

Values involved: Unity, Solidarity

Group Size: Any

Target: Youth in general

Time: 10 - 20minutes

Overview: 

Participants will stand as a united circle trying to prevail over the participant who’s trying 

to enter the circle.

Objectives:

To improve communication, teamwork and solidarity in general

Materials:

None

Instructions:

All participants stand in a circle holding their hands, only one person stands outside the 

circle. A person part of the group in the circle is the target of the other person standing 

outside: He/she has to chase and catch him/her, meanwhile the rest of the group has to 

protect and save the person part of the circle, continuing holding their hands and moving 

according to the directions the chaser runs. 

(Source: GetVal’s Training of Educators, 2017)



19. GoALL Ball

Values involved: equality, teamwork, inclusion

Group Size: 8 people

Target: Youngsters between 12 and 14 years old

Timing: 1 hour and 30 minutes

Overview: 

Participants will experience the aspect of being blind and playing a sport.

Objectives: 

 • To raise awareness on disabilities among youngsters; 

 • To put youngsters outside their comfort zone; 

 • To improve their abilities; 

 • To empower youth and their teamwork; 

 • To link sport to inclusion and empathy. 

Materials: 8 cones, 2 balls (special), 8 mattresses, 8 blindfolds; 

Instructions:

The group shall be divided in two teams. For each team there should a helper person who 

will be a random person at a time giving support in case of need.

The teams will be blindfolded and laying of the floor protecting their goal area. Each team 

attacks at a time by throwing the ball to the opponent goal area. The players are blindfol-

ded by the ball has in its interior a special kind of material that shall produce sound as it 

moves. In this way, the players are more eager to defend the goal area by focusing on 

the sound and not on their sight. Try to make games not too long. End the activity with a 

debriefing moment regarding the feelings of the group and what did they realize with it.



20. Healthy mind in healthy body

Values involved: health, equality, respect, trust, inclusion 

Group size: 20-30

Target: Youth in general, their families, coaches and physicians

Time: 1 hour and 30 minutes

Overview: 

Participants will address the importance of health in sports and in life in general through 

medical check-ups in between sports activities.

Objectives: 

- To develop attitudes towards sport values; 

- To improve awareness about mental and physical health importance; 

- To improve social skills; 

- To learn the importance of taking care of themselves.

Materials: 

- Gym or sport field and balls

- Pc, video projector and blackboard

- Medical equipment

Instructions:

- The focus of this activity is the health aspect, body and mind. For this reason, the acti-

vity starts with the division of the group. While one is being assessed by the physicians, 

other group is playing a sport which they should propose regarding the group they have 

and the materials available. 

- In the end, there should be a debating moment addressing the topic of health and spor-

ts values and also about how was the process of choosing which sport to play.

- Finish the session with an instructive video. 

(Source: GetVal’s Training of Educators, 2017)
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